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“For the strength  
of the Pack  is the Wolf 
and the strength  
of the Wolf  is the Pack.”                   

How do I learn more about 
WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB? 

 

 
Explore our website: 
http://worthington.k12.oh.us/Page/757 
 
 

Explore IB’s Diploma  
Programme website: 
http://ibo.org/diploma/ 
 

 
Contact Mr. John Jordan, 
IB Diploma Programme Coordinator: 
JJordan@worthington.k12.oh.us 
 
He will answer your questions about . . .  

 The Diploma Programme 
 Scheduling IB courses 
 Preparation and prerequisites 
 How to “shadow” a current WKHS 

WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB Student 

 



What elements compose the 
IB Diploma Programme? 

 
•  A two-year (Grade 11 and 12) curriculum 
  
•  Six subject-area courses* with internationally- 
   administered  exams in: 

 Studies in Language & Literature 

 Language Acquisition 

 Individuals and Societies 

 Experimental Sciences 

 Mathematics 

 The Arts and Other Electives 

*  Three “Standard Level” (SL) courses and three 
“Higher Level” (HL) courses.  These courses share 
similar standards for student performance but SL 
courses cover fewer topics than HL courses do.  The 
difference is one of quantity, not quality, of work. 
 
•  Three Core Requirements unique to the IB Diploma 
    Programme: 

 Theory of Knowledge course 

 Creativity-Action-Service 

 Extended Essay 
 
•  The internationally-recognized Diploma of the 
    International Baccalaureate (IB Diploma) is awarded  
    upon successful completion of all requirements. 
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What subject-area courses 
will I take? 

Group 1: Studies in Language & Literature 

English Literature HL (2 yrs) 
(fulfills Grade 11 & 12 English requirement) 
 
Group 2:  Language Acquisition 

French SL or Latin SL  or Spanish SL (all 2 yrs) 
 (= Level 4 and 5 in Fr/Sp; = Level 3 and 4 in Latin) 
 
Group 3:  Individuals and Societies 

Economics SL or Geography SL (both 1.5 yrs) or 
History SL (1.5 yrs) or History HL (2 yrs) 
(fulfills Social Studies required elective) 
 
Group 4:  Experimental Sciences 

Chemistry HL (2 yrs)     
(equivalent of Enriched Chemistry and AP Chemistry) 

or  Environmental Systems and Societies SL (1 yr) 
(fulfills one year Science requirement; must take one 
additional Science credit to fulfill state requirement) 
 
Group 5:  Mathematics 

Math SL or Math HL (both 2 yrs) 
(equivalent of PDM and AP Calculus AB or BC) 
  
Group 6:  The Arts and Other Electives 

Business Management SL (1 yr) / HL (2 yrs) or 
Computer Science SL (1.5 yrs) or 
Design Technology SL / HL (2 yrs)  or 
Film SL / HL (2 yrs) or Music SL (1 yr – Grade 12) 
or  Theatre SL (2 yrs)           2 



What are the IB Diploma 
Programme “Core Requirements?” 

 

Theory of Knowledge 

•  A non-traditional philosophy course 

•  In examining “Ways of Knowing,” asks questions like  
    “How do we know something is real or true?” and  
    considers the role of perception, emotion, reason,   
    and language in answering these kinds of questions. 

•  In examining “Areas of Knowledge,” asks questions  
    like “How do our standards for knowing differ across  
    subject areas?” including the arts, ethics, history,  
    human sciences, mathematics, and natural sciences. 

•  You will complete an in-class presentation and an  
    essay on a question/topic assigned by the IB  
    Organization. 
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Creativity-Action-Service 

•  Takes your learning outside of the classroom and into    
    the community 

•  Requires about 3-4 hours per week including your  
    written reflections on what you learn from your 
    experiences 

•  Creativity = artistic and other creative pursuits 

•  Action = physical activity leading to a healthy lifestyle 

•  Service = sharing your gifts for the well-being of the 
    community and/or the individuals who compose it 
 

Extended Essay 

•  You will develop your own research question and 
    conduct independent research on a topic of personal  
    interest (typically but not necessarily drawn from one  
    of your IB courses) 

•  You will work with supervision and guidance from a  
    teacher-advisor of your choice 

•  You will write a 4,000-word essay that is graded by 
    experts from the IB Organization  
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Am I eligible? 
The regulations of the IB Organization require a student to be 
enrolled at Worthington Kilbourne High School to take IB 
coursework.  If you do not live in the WKHS attendance zone 
and wish to “Open Enroll” at WKHS, use this page from the  
Worthington City Schools website to do so: 

http://www.worthington.k12.oh.us/cms/lib02/OH010019
00/Centricity/Domain/40/open_enrollment.pdf 



How do I earn the IB Diploma? 
•  For all six subject-area courses, you will take 
   exams scored on a scale of “1-7”; score at 
   least “4” on all six exams 

    IB Exams are expensive, but the Worthington City Schools will 
    will “cap” your IB Exam fees so that you will not pay more than 
    the fees required to take your first two exams – about $360. 

•  Complete your Theory of Knowledge 
   assignments and the Extended Essay and  
   earn at least a “C” on both 

•  Complete your Creativity-Action-Service 
   requirement by the deadline 

•  Refrain from any sort of academic  
   malpractice (maintain academic integrity) 
 

What benefits do I get if I 
earn the IB Diploma? 

•  Advantage in seeking admission to many 
   competitive colleges and universities 

•  Most colleges and universities grant 
   credit for your HL courses with “5” or 
   better on exams; some also grant credit 
   for your SL courses, especially if you earn 
   the IB Diploma 

•  Some colleges and universities will admit  
   you with “advanced standing,” including 
   admission as a sophomore in some cases    
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What are colleges and universities 
saying about IB? 

 

The statements below are drawn from college/university websites, 
endorsements on the IB website, and some from emails directly 
received by WKHS in response to inquiries. 
 

Carleton If your students are IB Diploma candidates we 
consider that the most rigorous program they can 
complete. 

Denison In our office, we are always excited to see students 
who are graduating with an IB Diploma, and we 
consider that curriculum the most challenging a 
student can take. 

Duke We know the quality of IB courses, and we think the 
IB curriculum is terrific. 

Harvard Success in an IB programme correlates well with 
success at Harvard.  We are pleased to see the IB 
Diploma Programme on the transcript. 

Kenyon If your students pursue an IB Diploma, they will  be 
viewed as students willing to challenge themselves in 
the classroom, which is what we want to see.   

Texas We're looking for students who are engagers—
students who are maximizing opportunities in the 
classroom, maximizing opportunities outside of the 
classroom. What's unique about IB is that it allows 
students to be able to satisfy the requirements of the 
types of students that we're looking for. 

Virginia It’s great that you’re going into IB . . . the best thing 
[for a student] to do is complete the IB Diploma. . . 
For admission purposes, we assume that students 
pursuing a full IB diploma are taking the toughest 
academic program available to them.  

Williams IB is very highly regarded, and I and many of my 
colleagues personally believe the rigor of most IB 
programs to be unmatched by most AP programs. . . .   
Many may actually prefer IB precisely because of its 
comprehensiveness and rigor. 

Wisconsin It’s fantastic that you are starting an IB programme; 
it’s such an excellent program.  . . . We look at what 
your school offers; it’s important that students 
complete the IB programme if your school offers it.  
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               WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB 
  welcomes you! 
        A letter from Program coordinator John Jordan 
 
Dear prospective WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB students and parents: 

I am honored that you are considering joining our pack!  The mission of WKHS 
WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB is to foster the development of a new generation of 
innovators for our community.  We intend to cultivate innovators who are: 
 
Principled • Analytical • Adaptable • Creative • Community-minded 
 
We have chosen to make these values our priority because we believe that good 
innovation demands direction, reflection, and consideration for its potential 
broader impact.  We therefore cherish innovators who are deliberate, 
conscientious, and forward-thinking.  We agree with the sentiment of General 
Omar Bradley, who declared, “If we continue to develop our technology without 
wisdom or prudence, our servant may prove to be our executioner.”  Unbridled 
innovation may rocket our world into its future, but innovators should care what 
that future world will look like.  As educators and parents, we must create a 
framework within which our children and students can develop into a new 
generation of innovators who will build the future that our communities deserve.   
 
In seeking a model to help us establish that framework, we found the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme to be an excellent “fit.”  The 
IB Learner Profile promotes the development of traits that are consistent with 
those that we intend to cultivate in our students.  The IB’s dual missions of 
developing students’ consciousness of their own culture and increasing students’ 
international-mindedness parallels our desire for students to take responsibility 
for the well-being of themselves, their families, their local and national 
communities, and the world at large.  Furthermore, the IB Diploma Programme 
offers a model of student-directed, inquiry-based learning and authentic, 
feedback-centered assessment that we believe will serve our students well.  The 
IB Organization also provides ongoing high-quality professional development 
opportunities and conducts regular reviews of individual teachers’ assessment 
practices and of the school’s program.  We welcome this challenge because we 
know it will make us better as individual teachers and as a school community. 
 
We are committed to making the WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB Diploma 
Programme work for as many students as have the ambition, curiosity, 
commitment, and work ethic to make it work for them.  We are so pleased that 
you are considering accepting this challenge.  Welcome to the pack!      
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Why should IB @ WKHS? 
 
1.  Earn two diplomas – one from WKHS and one from IB. 
 

2.  Complete the most challenging curriculum at your school. 
 

3.  Prepare for success in college in the program that is most 
highly regarded in recent surveys of college admissions officers. 
 

4.  Earn weighted grades to boost your cumulative GPA. 
 

5.  Improve your chance of admission to highly-selective colleges. 
 

6.  Gain up to a full year of college credit (and in some cases, a 
scholarship) by earning the IB Diploma – without leaving WKHS.  
 

7.  Take exams that incorporate skills that cannot be demonstrated 
in a four-hour exam session. 
 

8.  Receive a well-rounded education. 
 

9.  “See the world” with IB’s internationally- focused curriculum. 
 

10.  Network with IB grads when you enter college/the work world. 
 

11.  Learn from some of the most dedicated and talented teachers 
that WKHS has to offer, using the best technologies to enhance 
your learning; all IB Diploma Programme students at WKHS are 
issued iPads to use daily in IB coursework. 
 

12.  Use the IB Advisory period two days each week to get 
individualized assistance you need from your IB teachers. 
 

13.  Take classes that are linked by shared goals and values. 
 

14.  Take more responsibility for learning – and in doing so take 
more control over how you learn. 
 

15.  Think differently about everything in Theory of Knowledge. 
 

16.  Move your learning out of the classroom and into the 
community in Creativity-Action-Service. 
 

17.  Pick one question that fascinates you and pursue your best 
answer to that question to write the Extended Essay. 
 

18.  Participate in events that are unique to IB students. 
 

19.  Form strong bonds of friendship and family with a community 
of students who work, learn, and play together. 
 

20.  Save money; the Worthington School District caps your IB 
exam fees at the cost of two IB exams; you can take six IB exams 
for the cost of four AP exams. 
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Can I be successful? 
WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB was built with a support 
system to allow any ambitious, hard-working, curious,  
committed, self-motivated student to succeed: 

Choose the enrollment level that is right for you: 

Enroll as a Diploma Candidate, and fulfill all of the 
requirements to earn the IB Diploma; or enroll as a 
“cum Grege Luporum” (“with the Wolfpack”) student, 
take a less rigorous IB schedule with the understanding 
that you will not earn the IB Diploma, but still enjoy the 
other educational benefits of the program; enroll in 
individual IB courses and complete the exams for only  
those courses, to seek college/university credit. 
 
Schedule provides time for individual support from  
teachers and collaboration among students : 

Two days each week students have an Advisory period 
where all IB teachers are available for consultation to 
provide individualized assistance.  Every Friday 
students have a period to work with each other on 
group projects, so they have less frustration trying to 
coordinate after-school group work. 
 
Course pacing is designed to adapt to student needs: 

WKHS WolfP.A.A.C.C.-IB courses include more 
instructional time than required by the IB Organization, 
to allow teachers to adjust when students need to  
review, slow down, or re-learn. 
 
Weighted GPA protects and rewards risk-takers: 

A weighted GPA (5 for an “A,” 3.75 for a “B,” 2.5 for a 
“C,” etc.) is applied during both years of an IB course,  
provided you complete the course and take its exam. 
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What should I do in  
Grades 8-9-10 to prepare? 

 
Take these courses in Grades 9 and 10: 

Honors CCSS English I; Honors CCSS English II 

French/Spanish 2 & 3  or  Latin 1 & 2 – Honors / Regular 

Modern World History; AP U. S. History  

Physical Science; Biology -- Honors / Regular 
(Chemistry only if you don’t plan to take IB Chemistry) 

CCSS Math 2; CCSS Math 3 – Honors / Regular or  
CCSS Math 1; CCSS Math 2/CCSS Math 3 Block 

Electives appropriate to your chosen IB Group 6 course 
 
                   Skills to cultivate starting in Grade 8: 

Reading:  Develop strategies for managing unfamiliar 
words, complex sentences, and difficult paragraphs; 
foster the stamina to read long texts   
 
Research/writing:  Write a thesis statement that fully 
addresses the assigned question; learn how to find, 
use, and cite legitimate sources of information to 
support the thesis statement 
 
Time management:  Plan to manage short-term and 
long-term assignments; find ways to balance school- 
work with co-curricular and family schedules 
 
Communication:   Practice presenting information 
effectively to an audience of one or more; make a habit 
of asking for help when needed 
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